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The Complete Bartender (Updated)Berkley, 2003

	Get the essential guide to mixing up a good time! Now that it's been completely updated with fifty new drinks-including the mojito and the Rock Lobster-you'll enjoy preparing and serving drinks more than ever. With more than 2000 recipes, including nonalcoholic drinks, plus party-planning tips, hints on making toasts, barware lists...
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Write Your Way into Animation and Games: Create a Writing Career in Animation and GamesFocal Press, 2010

	Audiovisual storytelling has a long, well-developed history. As far back as
	the earliest known prehistoric times, human beings have communicated the
	essence of story through the use of pictures and sound: whether it’s cave paintings
	of the hunt, a poet proclaiming the epic adventures of Odysseus, Greek
	actors performing tragedy...
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The Shallows: What the Internet Is Doing to Our BrainsW W Norton, 2010

	“Is Google making us stupid?” When Nicholas Carr posed that question, in a celebrated Atlantic Monthly cover story, he tapped into a well of anxiety about how the Internet is changing us. He also crystallized one of the most important debates of our time: As we enjoy the Net’s bounties, are we sacrificing our...
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Java Phrasebook (Developer's Library)Sams Publishing, 2006
Earlier this year, I was asked by an editor at Pearson to write this phrasebook focused on Java. It is one of several in their Phrasebook series. Christian Wenz wrote the first one in the series, the PHP Phrasebook. The concept for the phrasebook series comes from the foreign language phrasebooks....
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Santa Shops on eBay: How to find deals, get organized, and give yourself the gift of timeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
"Marsha Collier knows eBay like no one else. With her tips and insight, anyone can enjoy the ease and convenience of shopping online any time of year."
   —Clarissa Parashar, eBay PowerSeller and owner of the eBay store Perpetual Vogue
The kids' concert is tonight, your brother's coming Saturday, and when are you going to...
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Maximum MIDI : Music Applications in C++Manning Publications, 1997
The seed for this book was planted in 1993. I found myself frustrated by the obstinate, poorly documented, and woefully inadequate MIDI functions available to me as a Windows programmer. So, I set out to write a set of routines that would allow me to write music applications without sweating the MIDI details.

This seemed like a...
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Get a Life, Not a Job: Do What You Love and Let Your Talents Work For YouFT Press, 2010

	With a radically new approach to redesigning your career--get more passion, more fulfillment...better work-life balance...and real financial freedom!


	 


	You only have one life. Why not love what you do? Discover how others have made it happen--and...
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CMOS IC Layout: Concepts, Methodologies, and ToolsNewnes, 1999


	Once upon a time, around about 1988, after finishing a very stressful but successful

	project within Motorola Semiconductor Israel (MSIL), the entire team was

	invited to a special lunch. Everybody was happy that we finished the “project”

	ahead of time, and we were there to enjoy the victory of “tape-out.”...
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iPod: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2013

	
		Apple’s iPods continue to set the bar for media players, with bold new features like the Touch’s supersized screen and Siri voice control. But iPods still lack a guide to all their features. That’s where this full-color book comes in. It shows you how to play music, movies, and slideshows; shoot photos and videos;...
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Podcasting and Blogging with GarageBand and iWebPeachpit Press, 2006
If you've got something to say and want to join the podcasting revolution but don't know how to start, this short and approachable guide from bestselling authors Robin Williams and John Tollett will teach you how to create and distribute podcasts using Apple's easy-to-use audio and Web site tools. Using the Garageband and iWeb tools from Apple's...
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iMovie 3 Fast & EasyCourse Technology PTR, 2003
So, you wanna be in pictures? Home-movie Hitchcock wannabes have a simple and exciting desktop video-editing tool: Apple’s iMovie 3. iMovie 3 is the perfect tool for turning those long, boring home videos into interesting, polished productions that your family and friends will enjoy. Let’s face it, without video-editing software to...
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Practical MythTV: Building a PVR and Media Center PCApress, 2007
MythTV is a powerful open source personal video recorder (PVR) application that runs on Linux. Developed for several years by volunteers, it offers a stable and extensible platform for automating all of the things you would expect from a PVR, and much more.
Practical MythTV: Building a PVR and Media Center PC takes a project-based...
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